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 . . for the past years. With the release of the Grim Earth demo I had the chance to play it and it wasn't very good. This was my first attempt at converting the game into the engine I'm using today, which is the BGE-Clay engine. The current state of the game is: I've made changes to the rendering,
animations, texturing, UI and my UI library. I did this for the following reasons: It's much easier to make changes in the engine without having to change it's rendering in any way It's way easier to add new features and fix bugs The engine is portable to PC and mobile and the porting to the two

platforms is much easier in Clay than in Source It's easier to add new features and fix bugs (once you have it working on one platform) But the game is still very much a work in progress. There are still a lot of things that I'm currently working on: Adding more types of cells (fields, watchtowers,
etc...) Fixing more bugs in the engine Adding more characters Adding a custom unit frame Adding a custom camera Adding a map editor Adding new camera Adding "the real graphics" (well not that much, but better than the ugly stuff we have now) I think that the game looks really good for its
state, the current level of perfection is pretty low, but I'll get there. This blog will show the changes I make to the engine. In case you want to follow the progress of the game there is a live tile feed here. If you're interested in the engine I made, check it out here. Also, you can check out the new

release from the Grim Earth page. Hello, I've wanted to make an update for Citadel 1986 for a while now, but the game's bigger brother (Grim Earth) has been taking up all my time. for the . . . for the past years.With the release of the Grim Earth demo I had the chance to play it and it wasn't very
good.This was my first attempt at converting the game into the engine I'm using today, which is the BGE-Clay engine. The current state of the game is:I've made changes to the rendering, animations, texturing, UI and my
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The Citadel. Built in 1986 by a lunatic and left undiscovered, decaying for 30 long years. You are his first victim. $4.99 Visit the store page. â€œYou are his first victim.â€� I said the same thing the last time I spoke to him. - It was true. And I know you're not going to do anything stupid. But if
you were my student, I still wouldn't trust you. â€“ No, if you were my student, I would not believe you. - Why? Because you wouldn't believe me. - Maybe. But there is a way to get rid of it. - Not. â€“ Look, I'm not going to tell you stories and promise you that I'm your friend. fffad4f19a
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